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Abstract – Minimal route search technique by using 

spatial query keyword. It operates on spatial data 

objects stored in database and using algorithms that can 

retrieve results very quickly. Best keyword cover query 

target is to find keywords associated with instances of 

particular class. In this paper we proposed a technique 

for optimal route search which considers the keywords 

like keyword relevance keyword rating and spatial 

relevance. 

Keywords – spatial objects, Spatial keyword query, 

spatial database, Boolean range query, best keyword cover 

query. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining extracts the hidden patterns from a 

large datasets for researchers to use it for various 

purposes like decision making. Such kind of data 

plays a major role in keyword searching. Extracting 

features of spatial objects from spatial database has 

increased interest among the researchers. This 

motivated them to develop methods to retrieve a 

spatial object that consists of objects associated with 

spatial features.A spatial object includes longitude 

and latitude of location along with spatial data. 

Querying such kind of data is called as best keyword 

cover querying. Standard K-nearest neighbor (KNN) 

search and compute nearest neighbor by considering 

distance as feature or vector. In this context, nearest 

neighbor search focus on finding nearest neighbors 

with the help of keywords and spatial data. Hence 

these keywords play a major role in finding a 

minimal route. 

 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The content used for querying will be in the 

form of spatial database. For example, consider a 

college given a spatial database P, which consists 

some set of points. For a query q, where q belongs to 

set of objects, initially it search within the cluster of 

that object belongs and then it performs nearest 

neighbor search to obtain the result to that query. The 

idea of keyword rating was introduced along with its 

characteristics other than distance for such search, 

query will take the form of features of objects for 

better decision making. It finds the nearest neighbour 

based on a similarity measure, like weighted average 

of index rating which includes keyword rating, 

keyword search and nearest neighbor search. 

 

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

A. Baseline Algorithm 

Baseline algorithm mainly focuses on 

retrieving the data with respect to query keywords. 

Best keyword cover can be obtained by this algorithm 

which requires spatial objects to be in the form of 

files which contains features like location, document 

identifier and its address. All operations will be 

revolving around the spatial objects. These objects 

are the Inputs to baseline algorithm for single query 

keyword. The initial step of this algorithm is to set a 

variable as zero. Next it generates candidate keyword 

cover. The Candidate keyword cover will generate 

spatial objects that contain the query keywords. 

Significance of Keyword will be calculated using 

term frequency inverse document as similarity 

measure. Term frequency is measured by the number 

of times that a term occurs in a single document 

divided by the total number of terms available in a 

document. Inverse document frequency is measured 

by the inverse number of times that a term occurs in a 

document divided by the total number of documents 

available. TFIDF is the Significance of Keyword will 

be calculated using term frequency inverse document 

as similarity measure. Term frequency is measured by 

the number of times that a term occurs in a single 

document divided by the total number of terms 

available in a document. Inverse document frequency 

is measured by the inverse number of times that a 

term occurs in a document divided by the total 

number of documents available. TFIDF is the product 

of both term frequency and inverse document 

frequency. Initially the default value is set to zero and 

the newly obtained score is compared with the first 

score. If that score is greater than zero, then will be 

set as best keyword cover. The next step is to perform 

a nearest neighbor search using a traditional 

similarity measure named Euclidean distance(ED). 

Nearest neighbor search algorithm sets its default 

value of users as current user location. Based on that 

location, rest of the distance will be calculated with 

respect to that location. The one least distance with 

respect to query location will be considered as best 

keyword covers. But as number of query keywords 

increases, its performance gradually drops and 

running Time will be very high. 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

Baseline algorithm applied on this real time 

data target to extract data using single query 

keyword. Keyword nearest neighbor 

(NN) expansion variant algorithm retrieves data 

using multiple query keywords. 
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Fig. 1 Execution time versus dataset count of baseline algorithm 

 

Fig 1 shows a bar chart representing 

execution time of baseline algorithm versus dataset 

count or number of files searched for a particular 

query keyword. Vertical axis indicates execution time 

during search process. When search procedure occurs 

Execution time is the difference between start time 

and run time. When a single query keyword is 

searched in a file count of thirty five, its execution 

time is 8533 milliseconds. When searching takes 

place in a file count of twenty nine, execution time is 

5091 milliseconds similarly, when searching takes in 

a file count of five for one query keyword, its 

execution time is 708 milliseconds. It has been 

observed that execution time increases as files to be 

searched increases. Hence File count is linearly 

proportional to execution time. 
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Fig 2 shows memory consumption with 

respect to the file search of baseline graph. Where X 

axis indicates memory consumption time and Y axis 

indicates the number of files or dataset count. When 

file searched is thirty five, memory required is 

52376675 KB. When file searched is three for a 

particular query keyword, memory required is 

42422105 KB. When file searched is twenty seven 

for a particular query keyword, memory required is 

52161130 KB.. From this graph, it has been shown 

that as number of files searched increases memory 

required increases. Hence the number of files 

searched is directly proportional to memory 

consumption. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A comprehensive report of two algorithms to 

retrieve best keyword cover is applied on real data 

with two dimensions. Best keyword covers query 

targets to recover spatial objects with respect to user’s 

requirement. Algorithms are used to find answers to 

such queries. This can be used with best keyword 

cover route search which helps to find best route. 
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